
SYDNEY: An Australian court has
ordered a British consumer goods
company to remove several versions
of a popular painkiller from stores in
Australia after ruling that the compa-
ny misled consumers about the prod-
ucts’ effectiveness. The Federal Court
ruled that British consumer goods
company Reckitt Benckiser deceived
Australians by selling Nurofen
painkillers that were marketed to
relieve specific ailments, such as back
pain, when all of the products con-
tained an identical amount of the
same active ingredient, ibuprofen
lysine. 

Australia’s consumer watchdog
launched the court action in March,
arguing that consumers were being

tricked into thinking that the four
products - Nurofen Back Pain,
Nurofen Period Pain, Nurofen
Migraine Pain and Nurofen Tension
Headache - were designed to treat a
specific type of pain, when in fact,
they were all the same.

“None of the four products is any
more or less effective than the others
in treating any of the particular symp-
toms,” Justice James Edelman wrote in
his judgment.  Edelman gave Reckitt
Benckiser three months to remove
the products from Australian stores.
The company markets a variety of
health and household goods in
Australia.  Reckitt Benckiser referred
calls requesting comment to its
Nurofen unit, which said it would

comply with the order and replace
the products with new packaging
that clearly states the drugs are
equally effective at treating other
forms of pain.

“The Nurofen specific-pain range
was launched with an intention to
help consumers navigate their pain
relief options, particularly within the
grocery environment where there is
no health care professional to assist
decision making,” Nurofen spokes-
woman Montse Pena said in a state-
ment. “Nurofen did not set out to mis-
lead consumers.” The Australian
Competition and Consumer
Commission, which started the court
action, said the price of Nurofen’s spe-
cific pain products was nearly double

that of Nurofen’s standard ibuprofen
painkiller and other general pain
relief products sold by competitors.  

“Truth in advertising and con-
sumer issues in the health and med-
ical sectors are priority areas for the
ACCC, to ensure that consumers are
given accurate information when
making their purchasing decisions,”
ACCC Chairman Rod Sims said in a
statement. “Any representations
which are difficult for a consumer to
test will face greater scrutiny from
the ACCC.” A separate court hearing
will be held to determine any fines
the company may face.  This story has
been corrected to show that the
banned painkillers were identical to
each other. — AP 
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NEW BEDFORD: Maritime historians, climate
scientists and ordinary citizens are coming
together on a project to study the logbooks
of 19th-century whaling ships to better
understand modern-day climate change and
Arctic weather patterns. Whaling ships kept
meticulous daily logbooks of weather condi-
tions during their often yearslong voyages
searching the globe for whales, valued for
their light-giving oil, said Michael Dyer, sen-
ior maritime historian at the New Bedford
Whaling Museum, which is supplying much
of the data.

Some logs include information about life
on board, such as sailors falling overboard, or
being disciplined for stealing or other trans-
gressions, and of course, notations whenever
whales are spotted. More important for this

project, they include precise longitude and
latitude measurements, weather conditions,
the presence of icebergs and the edge of the
ice shelf. “If they’re cruising in the Bering
Strait and there’s ice, there will be a notation
in the logbook that ice fields are present,”
Dyer said.

The project, called Old Weather: Whaling,
is led by the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration. The whaling
museum is transcribing and digitizing its
own logbooks, as well as original data
sources from the Nantucket Historical
Association, Martha’s Vineyard Museum,
Mystic Seaport in Connecticut, and the New
Bedford Free Public Library. The digitized log-
books are being posted online so ordinary
“citizen-scientists” can help researchers sift

through the vast amounts of information.
The museum has about 2,600 whaling log-
books dating from 1756 to 1965, but the
project so far includes just about 300 log-
books related to whaling trips to the Arctic
from the mid-1800s to the first decade of the
20th century.

One entry from the San Francisco-based
whaler Beluga during a two-year voyage to
the Bering, Chukchi and Beaufort seas from
1897 to 1899 is typical of the information in
the logs. “Lat 61.19. Long. 175.42. Fast to the
ice till 6 A.M. then made sail and worked to
the NE at 8:45 AM Commenced steaming.
Steamed till 1 PM then struck open water.
Carrying topsail and fore and aft sails.
Steering from NNW to NE as the ice allowed.
Wind light and variable first part. Latter part

strong ESE winds thick and snowing. Ther 30.
Bar 29.60.” On a most basic level, the informa-
tion from an old whaling logbook can be
compared to current conditions; for example,
is there sea ice today in the places where
whalers saw sea ice 150 years ago?

But the project is much more than that,
said Kevin Wood, a climate scientist with
NOAA’s Joint Institute for the Study of the
Ocean and Atmosphere at the University of
Washington and a lead researcher on the
project. By recovering as much weather data
as possible, the information could help cre-
ate sophisticated computer models of past
climate and help predict future conditions.
He called it a “virtual time-traveling weather
satellite.” “We can build an enormously
detailed reconstruction of the conditions at

the time ... and we can we can understand
how the climate has been changing over a
longer period of time,” Wood said.

The project launched this month is an off-
shoot of Old Weather, an ongoing partnership
between NOAA and Zooniverse, the citizen
science Web portal that is looking at logbooks
of other vessels, including merchant and naval
ships. Sifting through the documents is where
the public comes in. There is just too much
data for a small group of scientists to pore
over. High-resolution images of historical doc-
uments, extracted data and related research
products are available online, sad Michael
Lapides, the museum’s director of digital initia-
tives. Already, the logbooks of more than 20
whalers are online. The project is expected to
take about a year, Lapides said. — AP 

Climate researchers employ tool from 1800s: Whaling logs

BERLIN: German women gave birth
last year at the highest rate since the
country’s reunification in 1990 with
1.47 births per woman, the Federal
Statistics Office said yesterday. It is the
third consecutive increase of the
country’s birth rate, which in 1990 was
at 1.45 and reached its lowest point in
1995 with 1.25 births per woman. The
statistics office said women were also
giving birth later. While on average
women were 24.8 years old at the
birth of their first child in 1990, they
were 29.5 years old on average in
2014. Bir th rates differ between
Germany’s eastern and western states
even 25 years after reunification, with
women in the eastern part of the
country giving birth to more children.

Europe’s biggest economy strug-
gles with an ageing population in a
country where deaths outstrip births
since 1972 and no other country in
the world has experienced such a
constant bir th deficit  since 1945.
Berlin estimates that its working age
population will shrink by 6 million
people by 2030 and generous pro-
family policies by successive govern-
ments were aiming to reverse the
trend. Some experts also see a possi-
ble boost in birth rates and a reduc-
tion of average population age by
means of the recent migrant influx.
Germany expects the arrival of one
million asylum seekers this year, the
majority of which are under 25 years
old. — Reuters

In Germany, birthrate peaks 
while mothers become older 

NEW DELHI: The World Bank has approved a $1.5 bil-
lion loan for a state-led sanitation program in India,
where millions of people have no access to toilets,
the bank said yesterday. The loan, disbursed over a
five-year period, will be used to support government
efforts to provide toilets in villages and end the prac-
tice of open defecation by 2019, it said. More than
500 million Indians, especially in rural areas, continue
to defecate in the open, despite decades-long efforts
to encourage people to change their habits. 

“One in every 10 deaths in India is linked to poor
sanitation,” said Onno Ruhl, World Bank country direc-
tor for India. Low-income households bear the brunt
of poor sanitation and the “sanitation project would
result in significant health benefits for the poor and
vulnerable, especially those living in rural areas,” Ruhl
said. Defecating outdoors increases cases of diarrhea,
parasitic worm infections and other public health
scourges that experts say contribute to childhood
stunting and malnutrition. — AP 

World Bank approves $1.5
billion for toilets in India

NEW DELHI: A temporary toilet made by farmers for their use is seen near the River Yamuna in New Delhi, India. — AP 
MUMBAI: An Indian girl holds a can filled with water and walks past railway tracks to defecate
in the open in Mumbai, India. — AP 


